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GOVERNMENT DATA RIGHTS CHALLENGES: TIPS ON HOW TO AVOID AND RESPOND

during the rush to respond to a solicitation, 

it is often too late to take preventative 

measures to protect data rights. Contrac-

tors are wise to think hard about what steps 

it can take now to avoid these situations in 

the future.

Whether a contract is successful in de-

fending a data rights challenge normally 

depends on the adequacy of its documen-

tation. While the circumstances of each 

government challenge are unique, contrac-

tors faced with a challenge will ideally have 

adequate proof to demonstrate what was 

developed outside a government contract at 

private expense and what was developed at 

government expense in the performance of 

a government contract. Reaching this point 

requires an understanding of two funda-

mental concepts.

The first concept for contractors to 

understand is what development funding 

is government money and what develop-

ment funding is not government money. 

The DFARS defines the phrase developed 

exclusively at private expense as develop-

ment that “was accomplished entirely 

with costs charged to indirect cost pools, 

costs not allocated to a government 

contract, or any combination thereof.”1 

In other words, private expense includes 

direct contract charges on nongovernment 

contracts as well as indirect charges, such 

as independent research and development 

and bid and proposal funds, even though 

such charges may be recoverable, in part, 

under cost-type government contracts. By 

contrast, government expense is limited to 

direct contract charges for any aspect of 

the development effort.

The second key concept is known as the 

“doctrine of segregability.” According to this 

doctrine, the determination of whether the 

item, component, process, or computer 

software at issue was developed using gov-

ernment or private funds should be made 

at the lowest practicable level of the item, 

component, process, or software.2  

With those fundamentals in mind, contrac-

tors should strive to maintain records to 

support its data rights assertions for each 

segregable item, component, process, or 

computer software element. Indeed, under 

certain DFARS contract clauses, contractors 

are required to maintain evidence to sup-

port their restrictions on government data 

rights.3 For example, for computer software, 

the DFARS states:

The contractor shall maintain records 

sufficient to justify the validity of any 

markings that assert restrictions on the 

government’s rights to use, modify, repro-

duce, perform, display, release, or disclose 

computer software delivered or required to 

be delivered under this contract and shall 

be prepared to furnish to the contracting 

officer a written justification for such re-

strictive markings in response to a request 

for information….4

Practical Techniques to Mitigate 
Risk
A contractor’s ability to demonstrate that 

the development of its intellectual property 

was exclusively at private expense requires 

upfront planning, training, and ongoing 

diligence. Although there are a number 

of different ways to demonstrate private 

funding, some best practices include the 

following:

§ Document Project Scope—Prior to

beginning a new internal, privately

funded development project, docu-

ment the project scope and verify that

it does not overlap with the scope

of any existing government contract.

Similarly, prior to accepting a new

federal contract, confirm that its scope

does not overlap with an existing inter-

nal development effort.

§ Use Separate Project Codes—Each

internal development effort should

have a separate charge number that

serves as a unique identifier. This

allows for the tracking and collection

of costs—both directly assigned and

indirectly allocated to the specific

development effort—and prevents

development costs from being billed

directly to a government contract. In

cases of development involving mixed

government and private funding, track 

development efforts to the lowest 

segregable level possible to retain the 

ability to assert restrictive rights at the 

subcomponent level. 

§ Retain Cost Support—All internal

costs assigned to the unique internal

project charge code should be sup-

ported with underlying documentation.

Ideally, timecards from labor charges

would contain narratives describing

the work completed and the alignment

with the internal development effort.

Since this is often impractical, contrac-

tors may more realistically provide

specific work authorizations associ-

ated with the internal project and/or

maintain a detailed work breakdown

structure identifying the key tasks

performed. Additionally, purchase

orders for any equipment or materials

should align with the project’s budget

or procurement plan.

§ Date and Annotate Project Records—
Contractors should date and annotate

key project records and outputs such as

test reports, drawings, specifications,

engineer notes, etc., with the appli-

cable project code. This will provide

a linkage between certain tasks and

associated costs of the development

effort, and also confirm that project

milestones had been satisfied before

the receipt of any government funds

that may relate in some way to the

developed item. One helpful method

would be to annotate the technical

records and/or software with the

relevant charge code.

§ Educate Employees—Key employees

performing on the independent re-

search and development project (typi-

cally engineers) need to understand

the importance of tracking efforts

and tasks. This is especially critical for

those employees working on indepen-

dent research and development proj-

ects and government contracts at the

same time. Periodic training to instill

this discipline is often beneficial.
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